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There is growing evidence that stress-induced brain cytokines are important in the etiology of de-
pression and anxiety. Here, we review how the neuroendocrine responses to psychological stressors
affect the immediate and long-term regulation of inflammatory cytokines within the brain and highlight
how the regulation changes across time with repeated stress exposure. In doing so, we report on the
percentage of studies in the literature that observed increases in either IL-1b, TNF-a, or IL-6 within the
hypothalamus, hippocampus, or prefrontal cortex after either acute or chronic stress exposure. The key
takeaway is that catecholamines and glucocorticoids play critical roles in the regulation of brain cy-
tokines after psychological stress exposure. Central catecholamines stimulate the release of IL-1b from
microglia, which is a key factor in the further activation of microglia and recruitment of monocytes into
the brain. Meanwhile, the acute elevation of glucocorticoids inhibits the production of brain cytokines
via two mechanisms: the suppression of noradrenergic locus coeruleus neurons and inhibition of the
NFkB signaling pathway. However, glucocorticoids and peripheral catecholamines facilitate in-
flammatory responses to future stimuli by stimulating monocytes to leave the bone marrow, down-
regulating inhibitory receptors on microglia, and priming inflammatory responses mediated by
peripheral monocytes or macrophages. The activation of microglia and the elevation of peripheral
glucocorticoid and catecholamine levels are both necessary during times of stress exposure for the
development of psychopathologies.
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Psychological stress is a major risk factor for the onset of depression and anxiety disorders [1,
2]. There is a growing amount of clinical and laboratory data indicating that the ability of
stress to induce and augment the production of inflammatory cytokines is the primary
mechanism by which stress exposure affects the etiology of these psychopathologies. Clinical
studies demonstrate that depression is associated with elevated levels of acute-phase pro-
teins, circulating IL-6, and increased IL-1b in cerebrospinal fluid [3–5]. Furthermore, ad-
ministration of inflammatory cytokines to patients with cancer or hepatitis significantly
increases the onset of depressive symptoms [6, 7]. In animal studies, central administration
of the endogenous IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1RA) and knockout of IL-1 signaling in the
brain prevents anhedonia and the onset of learned helplessness behaviors in animal models
of stress-induced pathology [8–11]. That psychological stressors could result in de novo
production of inflammatory responses was once thought not possible. Cells of the immune
system were thought to only respond to foreign pathogens or compounds released during
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injury and tissue damage. Today, we know the neuroendocrine responses to stress affect
immediate and long-term production and regulation of inflammatory cytokines.

This review focuses on how the neuroendocrine responses to stress affect the regulation of
brain inflammatory cytokines. Our goals are to describe the key mechanisms by which
neuroendocrine responses to stress affect the immediate and long-term regulation of brain
inflammatory cytokines and highlight how the regulation of inflammatory cytokines change
across time and with repeated stress exposure.

1. Methods

We performed a literature search using PubMed to find published articles that included the
following search terms: “psychological stress, brain, cytokine, NOT review.” Because of the
vast literature, we then narrowed the result to only include articles that contained IL-1b,
IL-6, or TNF-a within the hippocampus, hypothalamus, or prefrontal cortex. Data were
extracted from the individual articles as to stressor type, species or strain, sex, time after
stress termination tissue was collected, and whether cytokines were observed to signifi-
cantly increase in any of the brain areas of interest. The data were further sorted into
categories on the basis of whether the stress protocol was “acute,” “subchronic,” or “chronic.”
Acute stressors were defined as any stressor for which there was no break regardless of its
duration. Subchronic stressors were defined as any paradigm in which animals were re-
peatedly exposed to stress intermittently for up to 7 days. Chronic stressors were defined as
repeated stress exposure that continued for .7 days.

2. Results

Table 1 presents the ratio of studies that report significant increases in the levels of each
inflammatory cytokine within each brain area of interest after either acute or chronic stress
exposure. Figure 1 presents the percentage of studies that report significant increases in the
levels of IL-1b, TNF-a, or IL-6 within the hippocampus, hypothalamus, or prefrontal cortex
after either acute or chronic stress. There is an important distinction between studies in-
volving acute stress vs those involving chronic stress in regard to when brain cytokines are
measured after the termination of stress exposure. After acute stress exposure, the elevations
in brain cytokines were only detected within the first 4 hours after the termination of the
stressor, whereas after chronic stress, the elevation in brain cytokines is almost always
reported at least 12 hours after the termination of the last stressor (and most commonly 24
hours). The percentage of studies that report increases in levels of brain inflammatory cy-
tokines after acute stress range from 5% (TNF-a in the hypothalamus) to 38.5% (IL-1b in the
prefrontal cortex).

Several important variables have been identified that influence the chances of observing
increases in brain cytokine levels after acute stress exposure; these are described in the
Discussion. In terms of the percentage of studies that report elevated brain cytokine levels

Table 1. Ratio of theNumber of Studies ThatReport a Significant Increas in InflammatoryCytokines to
Total Number of Studies

Type of Stress IL-1b TNF-a IL-6

Acute stress
Hypothalamus 18/57 1/20 6/29
Hippocampus 16/59 10/37 8/33
Prefrontal cortex 5/13 4/17 2/15

Chronic stress
Hypothalamus 6/18 0/10 2/6
Hippocampus 65/86 45/68 32/55
Prefrontal cortex 21/37 19/35 14/26
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after chronic stress, the most common areas investigated were the hippocampus and pre-
frontal cortex. In these areas, the percentage of studies that report increases in levels of brain
inflammatory cytokines ranged from 56.8% (IL-1b in the prefrontal cortex) to 75.6% (IL-1b in
the hippocampus). The percentage of studies that report increased levels of inflammatory
cytokines in the hypothalamus was substantially lower, ranging from 0% for TNF-a to 33.3%
for IL-1b and IL-6. It is unclear if this is due to the fewer studies that examined cytokines in
the hypothalamus compared with those that measured cytokines in the hippocampus and
prefrontal cortex, or if it represents a true regional difference in cytokine production after
chronic stress.

Studies investigating the effects of subchronic stressors on brain cytokines were more
difficult to quantify. This was primarily because these studies fell into one of two categories
that often showed opposite results. The first of these was studies that examined the sen-
sitization of cytokine responses across time to repeated stress exposure. These studies ex-
posed animals to 2 to 7 days of stress and measured brain cytokine responses at 0 to 4 hours
after the last stressor; greater cytokine responses were often observed in animals with a
history of stress exposure. The second category of studies were those that examined the
duration of stress exposure necessary to result in the persistent increase in brain cytokine
levels 24 hours after the last stressor. Two to 7 days of stress exposure typically were not
sufficient to result in a persistent increase in brain cytokine levels, although certainmodels of
repeated social stress consistently showed there were elevations in levels of inflammatory
cytokines in CD11b1 cells within the brain after 6 days of stress. To avoid confusion re-
garding whether subchronic stress increases levels of brain cytokines, we elected not to
include these studies in the table or figures in this article; instead, the phenomenon of stress-
induced priming of brain cytokines and factors important for the persistent rise in brain
cytokines are addressed in the Discussion.

3. Discussion

Stress-induced production of inflammatory cytokines is considered a form of “sterile
inflammation,” a term used to describe inflammatory responses that occur in the absence of
infection. One of the earliest experimental studies to examine sterile inflammation was
published by J.V. Cooke and G.H. Whipple in 1918 [12], in which they demonstrated that
administration of sterile toxins (e.g., turpentine, bile, proteoses) to dogs induced similar
leukocytosis, fever, body weight loss, and increase in urine nitrogen levels as did injections of
Staphylococcus aureus. Today, there is a growing list of endogenous danger signals known to

Figure 1. The percentage of studies that report a significant increase in IL-1b, TNF-a, or
IL-6 levels within the hippocampus, hypothalamus, or prefrontal cortex after acute or chronic
stress exposure.
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stimulate sterile inflammation [13]. Although some danger signals are only released during
times of necrotic cell death, others such as high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1), heat-shock
protein 72 (Hsp72), and ATP are actively released during times of psychological stress and
initiate an inflammatory response [14–16].

Danger signals induce the release of inflammatory cytokines by acting at toll-like receptors
(TLRs) and/or by inducing the activation of inflammasomes. Some danger signals such as
HMGB1 and Hsp72 are endogenous ligands for TLRs that are associated with the NFkB
signaling pathway, a major signaling pathway that mediates the transcription and trans-
lation of inflammatory mediators such as pro–IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a [14]. Alternatively,
some danger signals are more specifically involved in the activation of select inflammasomes,
which are intracellular multiprotein complexes that mediate the enzymatic cleavage of
pro–IL-1b (and pro–IL-18) into their mature forms. One well-characterized danger signal
that functions in this way is ATP, which acts at purinergic type 2X7 receptors (P2X7Rs) to
induce the oligomerization and activation of the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain,
leucine-rich repeat and pyrin domain protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasomes [17], the most
common inflammasome reported to become activated after psychological stress [16–20].

TheNLRP3 inflammasome is unlikemost inflammasomes in that it requires two signals to
fully assemble and become activated. The initial “priming” signal induces the upregulation of
NLRP3, a key regulatory protein for which the NLRP3 inflammasome is named. NFkB
signaling upregulates NLRP3 expression (possibility mediated by HMGB1 and Hsp72 sig-
naling during times of stress). After priming, a second “activating” signal is required for
NLRP3 to interact with the rest of the inflammasome machinery, which includes an adaptor
protein called apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a caspase recruitment
domain (ASC) and the effector enzyme procaspase 1. After oligomerization of NLRP3 with
ASC and procaspase1, procaspase1 is cleaved into caspase 1 that then cleaves pro–IL-1b into
its active form [21]. The most likely second signal during psychological stress exposure is
ATP, which is released by astrocytes in response to heightened glutaminergic activity [22]
and increases in the brain during stress exposure [19]. Inhibiting NLRP3 inflammasome
activation before stress exposure (e.g., P2X7R antagonists, caspase 1 inhibitors, NLRP3
knockout) protects animals from stress-induced increases in brain IL-1b levels [19, 23, 24].
More interesting is that these manipulations also block or attenuate overall levels of in-
flammatory cytokines, suggesting that the release of mature IL-1b is a critical initial me-
diator of the inflammatory cascade during times of stress. There are several excellent reviews
that cover how danger signals regulate inflammatory responses [13, 25]. Here, we focus more
specifically on the role stress hormones play in modulating the release of inflammatory
cytokines. Although stress hormones have classically been viewed as anti-inflammatory, we
now known they have pleiotropic effects that include the regulation of both pro- and anti-
inflammatory responses. Figure 2 summarizes what is discussed in this review regarding the
major pathways by which stress hormones regulate inflammatory cytokines during times of
psychological stress.

A. Neuroendocrine Response to Psychological Stress

Stress is often defined as the response of the body to a real or perceived threat. It is a
constellation of cognitive, endocrine, and physiological responses designed to increase an
organism’s chance of survival. The stress response consists of rapid central and peripheral
autonomic responses that occur almost simultaneously with detection of a threatening
stimulus and a slower endocrine response that develops over time. The central autonomic
response to psychological stressors is primarilymediated by noradrenergic neurons located in
the locus coeruleus, which releases norepinephrine in brain areas that mediate cognitive and
emotional processes [26]. The central release of norepinephrine increases the general
alertness of an organism and causes a shift from slow, contemplative cognitive processing to a
more rapid, reflexive behavioral response [27]. At the same time, the peripheral autonomic
response is mediated by the activation of the sympathetic nervous system and release of
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peripheral catecholamines (i.e., norepinephrine and epinephrine). The sympathetic nervous
systemmediates a shift in physiological processes that support fight-or-flight responses such
as increasing oxygen consumption, glucose availability, and blood flow to skeletal muscles
[28]. The slower endocrine response to stress is due to the activation of the hypothalamus-
pituitary-adrenal axis, which results in the steady increase in circulating glucocorticoids that
reach peak levels approximately 20 to 30 minutes after the onset of an acute stressor [29].
Glucocorticoids (primarily cortisol in humans and corticosterone in rodents) have many
permissive and stimulatory properties that help facilitate the peripheral actions of cat-
echolamines. For example, glucocorticoids facilitate the effects of catecholamines on vascular
reactivity, inhibit the reuptake of catecholamines at neuromuscular junctions, and increase
the affinity of b-adrenergic receptors (b-ARs) in arterial smooth muscle cells [30]. However,
glucocorticoids also are involved in a feedbackmechanism that inhibits the central autonomic
response via suppressing the expression of tyrosine hydroxylase (the rate-limiting enzyme in
the production of norepinephrine) in locus coeruleus neurons [31] and the release of central
norepinephrine during times of stress [32, 33]. Catecholamines and glucocorticoids are the
primary neuroendocrine mediators in response to stress exposure and as such, function as
danger signals throughout the body to help an organism respond to and survive a threat. It is

Figure 2. Schematic of the proposed mechanisms by which norepinephrine (NE) and
corticosterone/cortisol (CORT) regulate sterile inflammation. NE promotes inflammation by
(i) facilitating glutamate (GLUT) release and production of ATP by astrocytes that then
promote the oligomerization of the NLRP3 inflammasome; (ii) acting at b-ARs to induce IL-1b
production through a cAMP/ERK-dependent pathway, which can lead to IL-1b acting in an
autocrine fashion to induce NFkB signaling pathways and production of NLRP3, IL-6, TNF-a,
and pro-IL-1b; and (iii) causing the release of HSP72, which acts at TLR 2/4 to stimulate NFkB
signaling. CORT promotes inflammation by (i) causing the release of HMGB1, which activates
TLR 2/4 signaling pathways and (ii) downregulating CD200R and CX3CR1, which are negative
regulators of inflammatory responses in microglia. NE and CORT also have anti-inflammatory
properties that include inhibiting NFkB signaling and upregulating IL-1RA, IL-1R2, IL-10, and
IkBa. CORT also has the ability to suppress noradrenergic activity, thereby reducing NE
release. ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinase; IL-1R2, IL-1 receptor type 2; IkBa, nuclear
factor of k light polypeptide gene enhancer in b-cells inhibitor a; CD200R, CD200 receptor;
CX3CR1, CX3C receptor type 1.
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not surprising that these neuroendocrine responses have also been identified as the key
mediators in the regulation of inflammatory responses within the brain after psychological
stress exposure.

B. Microglia, Infiltrating Monocytes, and Brain Inflammation

Inflammatory responses within the brain after psychological stressors are primarily me-
diated by the activation of microglia and the eventual recruitment of circulating monocytes
into the brain. Microglia are the resident macrophage population within the central nervous
system. They are myeloid cells that are born in the bone marrow and migrate to the brain
during early development to provide immune surveillance. Similar to other immune cells, the
activation properties of microglia are influenced by their microenvironment. Within the
brain, microglia receive a number of inhibitory signals (e.g., CD200, CX3CL1, CD47, and
sialic acids) from neurons, astrocytes, and other cell types that suppress their activity and
help prevent damage to brain tissue [34]; thus, the activation profile of microglia is sig-
nificantly more restrained compared with that of peripheral macrophages [35]. However,
after stress exposure, the expression of CD200R and CX3CR1 on microglia downregulates
[36–39], thereby releasing microglia from the inhibitory microenvironment of the brain.

Themost convincing evidence thatmicroglia are critical mediators in the elevation of brain
cytokines after stress exposure is that pharmacological suppression of microglia or depletion
of microglia before stress exposure prevents the increase in brain cytokine levels after ex-
posure to acute and chronic stressors [40–42]. In addition, many studies have reported an
upregulation in microglia activation markers after stress exposure, which is nicely reviewed
by Walker et al. [43], and include OX-42 [44], major histocompatibility complex class II [37],
CD86 [45], CD14 [39, 45], and ionized calcium-binding adaptormolecule 1 (Iba1) [46]. There is
also an increase in NLRP3 inflammasome colocalized with Iba1 expression in the prefrontal
cortex after chronic stress exposure [47]. The expression of any given marker seems to vary
with stress model and timing after stressor exposure [48]. It should also be noted that the
cited studies were in male rodents and that significant sex differences have been reported.

Female rodents are often reported to have more microglia in an activated phenotype
compared with males without any exposure to stress [49, 50], and within the hippocampus,
sometimes higher basal expression of IL-1b, TNF-a, and IL-6 mRNA has been reported in
female rodents [51]. Stage of the estrous cycle is critical when examining the effects of acute
stress exposure on brain cytokine induction, because estrogen has anti-inflammatory effects
on the induction of IL-1b after foot shock [52]. In addition, IL-6 and TNF-a production is
reduced in the hippocampus of female mice after repeated cold stress, compared with male
mice [53]. The largest sex difference appears to be on the effects of chronic stress on microglia
themselves. Exposure to chronic restraint stress reduces Iba1 expression in the medial
prefrontal cortex of females, whereas such exposure increases expression in male rodents
[50]. Similar responses were observed inmicroglia isolated from the hippocampus ofmale and
female rats 24 hours after tail-shock exposure, where stress exposure significantly reduced
lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-evoked IL-6 release and had no effect on IL-1b production from
microglia isolated from female rats, whereas significantly increased IL-6 and IL-1b pro-
duction was observed from microglia isolated from male rats [54]. Although there are sex
differences in the long-term effect of stress onmicroglia,minocycline treatment before chronic
stress exposure still protected female rats against the increase of brain cytokines and onset of
stress-induced depression [55].

Activation of microglia is critical for the infiltration of circulatingmonocytes into the brain.
Depleting microglia from the brain before exposure to repeated social defeat protects animals
from the infiltration of circulating monocytes and the onset of stress-associated behavioral
changes [41, 56]. The infiltrating monocytes may be important because of their greater
inflammatory potential compared with that of resident microglia [57, 58]. Unfortunately,
administration of minocycline to animals after exposure to chronic stress does not necessarily
provide therapeutic benefits, and even has been shown to worsen depressive symptoms [48].
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One possible explanation for this is the differential effects minocycline has on various types of
immune cells. Minocycline is commonly used to inhibit proinflammatory responses in
microglia [59] but can facilitate proinflammatory responses in circulating monocytes [60, 61].
Thus, the protection minocycline provides when administered before stress exposure likely
has to do with its ability to suppress the activation of microglia during the commencement of
stress exposure. As stress exposure continues and circulating monocytes accumulate in the
brain, the protective effects of minocycline are lost and its faciliatory effects on monocytes
may make symptoms worse. Collectively, studies demonstrate that microglia mediate the
initial increase in brain cytokines after stress exposure and are critical for the recruitment of
circulating monocytes into the brain.

C. Catecholamine Involvement in Regulating Brain Cytokines

There is now substantial evidence that catecholamines mediate the acute increase in levels of
brain cytokines after stress exposure via a b-AR–mediated pathway. We and others have
shown that b-ARs mediate the production of IL-1b in the brain. This is demonstrated by (i)
central administration of isoproterenol (a b-AR agonist) induces IL-1b protein production in a
time-dependent fashion that is blocked by administration of propranolol (a b-AR antagonist)
[62]; (ii) production of IL-1b during acute or chronic stress exposure can be blocked by ad-
ministration of propranolol [40, 45, 63]; and (iii) neurotoxic lesions of noradrenergic neurons
selectively prevent stress-induced IL-1b production in brain areas where norepinephrine
depletion occurs [63, 64]. Similarly, catecholamines contribute to the elevation of the
proinflammatory eicosanoid prostaglandin E2 in the brain after restraint stress that can be
blocked by administration of propranolol [65]. The exact mechanisms by which catechol-
amines promote inflammatory cytokine production have not been fully elucidated.

Several cell types within the brain can produce IL-1b, including neurons [66], astrocytes
[67], and microglia [68]. However, there are reasons to believe that after stress exposure, IL-
1b is primarily produced by microglia. This is because isoproterenol (a b-AR agonist) induces
IL-1b mRNA in cultured microglia but not in astrocytes [69], administration of minocycline
prevents stress-induced increases in brain IL-1b [40, 70], and the induction of IL-1b after
stress or metyrapone treatment (a corticosterone synthesis inhibitor) is observed in CD11b1
cells [45, 71].

The mechanisms by which catecholamines mediate IL-1b induction in the brain likely
include direct effects of catecholamines on microglia and indirect effects on other cell types.
As previously mentioned, ATP is a danger signal that is released during times of stress and
can activate the NLRP3 inflammasome in microglia [22]. ATP is released by astrocytes in
response to glutamate. In vivo, b-ARs enhance glutaminergic synaptic transmission [72, 73],
which likely facilitates ATP release from astrocytes during times of stress. Even in the
absence of glutamate signaling, b-ARs synergize with ATP to induce IL-6 [74], thus in vivo
b-AR signaling likely facilitates cytokine production through augmenting the release and
signaling of ATP. In addition, b-AR stimulation induces IL-1b production in cultured
phagocytic cells, demonstrating that b-ARs can have direct effects on microglia and mac-
rophages. The intracellular signaling mechanism by which b-ARs induce IL-1b is in-
dependent of NFkB and involves the activation of cAMP signaling and stimulation of
extracellular signal-regulated kinase, a member of the mitogen activated protein kinase [75,
76]. It is unclear if the production of IL-1b via b-AR signaling depends on activation of an
inflammasome or if it is mediated by an inflammasome-independent pathway, as is observed
with other sterile inflammatory stimuli [77–79]. Clenbuterol, a b2-AR agonist, administered
to rats selectively induces IL-1b and not IL-6 or TNF-a in the hypothalamus and hippo-
campus [80]. Figure 3 demonstrates similar responses in primary microglia incubated with
various concentrations of norepinephrine. Microglia were isolated from Fischer male rats
(n 5 6) using a Percoll gradient that resulted in .98% CD11b/c-positive cells, as previously
described [81]. Fischer rats are a more stress-responsive rat strain that has increased brain
IL-1b production after stress exposure [82]. A dose-dependent increase in extracellular IL-1b
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Figure 3. Hippocampal microglia were plated in a 96-well culture plate at 10,000 cells per well
and incubated with either (A–C) media (unstimulated) or (D–F) 0.5 mg LPS (stimulated), along
with different concentrations of norepinephrine. After 20 hours, supernatants were collected for
measurement of IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a by ELISA (R&D Systems). Under unstimulated
conditions (A–C), norepinephrine resulted in (A) a dose-dependent increase in IL-1b (A). Under
LPS-stimulated conditions (D–F), the highest concentration of norepinephrine significantly
increased (E) LPS-induced IL-6 release. *P , 0.05 difference from media-treated cells.
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is observed after incubating microglia with norepinephrine alone. Norepinephrine had no
effect on LPS-induced IL-1b or TNF-a production, but significantly enhances LPS-evoked IL-
6 release. It should be noted that IL-1b acts at type 1 IL-1R to stimulate the NFkB-mediated
pathway that leads to the production of other cytokines, including IL-6 and TNF-a [83].
Exactly why stimulation of b-ARs does not result in the production of other cytokines in
cultured microglia is unclear; perhaps production is below the sensitivity of current ELISAs
or more persistent stimulation of b-ARs is necessary to drive additional cytokine responses
[84]. Clearly, from the results of our literature review, IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a have all been
observed to increase within the brain after stress exposure. Figure 2 shows the signaling
pathways by which norepinephrine induces IL-1b and how IL-1b can act in an autocrine
fashion to stimulate additional inflammatory responses in microglia.

As reported here, only approximately 20% to 30%of experiments that expose animals to acute
stress report a significant increase in brain cytokines, which may have to do with the re-
quirement of threshold levels of b-AR activation to stimulate brain IL-1b production. Evidence
to support this comes from the fact that as stressor intensity increases or an animal’s stress
responsiveness increases, so does the probability to observe an increase in brain cytokines.

For example, in Sprague-Dawley rats, forced swim [85], predator odor [86], and restraint
[82, 87] typically fail to induce brain cytokine production, whereas exposure to tail shock [88],
foot shock [39], or exposure to multiple stressors such as restraint on an orbital shaker or
restraint followed by additional stressors [87, 89] is sufficient. Animal strains that show
greater stress responsiveness are also more susceptible to stress-induced increases in levels
of brain cytokines. For example, Fischer rats, which show greater glucocorticoid and cate-
cholamine responses compared with Sprague-Dawley rats, have increased hypothalamic IL-
1b production after restraint, whereas Sprague-Dawley rats do not unless administered a
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor [82]. Finally, prior stress exposure can sensitize locus
coeruleus neurons [90] and brain IL-1b production to subsequent central administration of
isoproterenol (a b-AR agonist) [91]. This might underlie why animals with prior stress
history often have enhanced production of brain cytokines when re-exposed to stress
[92–94]. Alternatively, another possible reason for the failure to detect inflammatory cy-
tokine production after some stressors may simply be the detection limits of current assays.
Femtomolar concentrations of IL-1b are sufficient to trigger biological responses [95], yet
most assays have detection limits in the picomolar range. We predict that as the sensitivity
of assays improves, the number of studies that detect increases in brain cytokine levels after
acute stress will increase substantially.

Peripheral catecholamines also mediate the increase in circulating IL-1b and IL-6 during
times of stress [40, 63, 96, 97]. Interestingly, both a-AR and b-AR contribute to the stress-
induced increase in circulating levels of cytokines [63]. Activation of a-ARs during times of
stress trigger the extracellular release of Hsp72 [98], an endogenous danger signal that can
bind to TLR 2 and TLR 4 to induce inflammatory cytokines and facilitate bacterial killing
[99]. Alternatively, activation of b-ARs mediate cytokine production in tissues such as the
brain, pituitary, and spleen [39, 40, 45, 63, 97]. Because peripheral cytokines can induce
central cytokines, there is the possibility that peripheral cytokines may contribute to the
induction of central cytokines during times of stress exposure. Potentially of greater sig-
nificance is the effect catecholamines have on peripheral immune cells. Prolonged epinephrine
administration significantly enhances the trafficking of immune cells and significantly aug-
ments IL-6 production of macrophages at wound sites. Peripheral administration of a b-AR
antagonist attenuates the epinephrine-induced enhancement in trafficking and IL-6 pro-
duction at a skin wound [100]. Peripheral b-AR blockade also prevents the increase in cir-
culating IL-6 and the number of activated splenic macrophages after repeated social defeat
[97]. Thus, the increase in levels of peripheral catecholamines during times of stress plays an
important role in sensitizing peripheral monocytes or macrophages. This is particularly im-
portant because the infiltration of sensitized monocytes into the brain have been proposed to
be a critical factor in the increase in brain inflammation and the onset of psychopathology after
chronic stress [101].
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Catecholamines are not solely proinflammatory but they mediate numerous anti-
inflammatory responses. For example, catecholamines induce the endogenous IL-1RA, the
type 2 IL-1 “decoy” receptor, the upregulation of the anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and
prostaglandin 15d-PGJ2, and the increase in IkBa expression that inhibits NFkB signaling
[76, 102–106]. In fact, most of the anti-inflammatory properties of catecholamines are me-
diated through the same b-ARs that, as we previously discussed, mediate the induction of IL-
1b during times of psychological stress exposure. Administration of clenbuterol, a b2-AR
agonist, to rats induces a time-dependent increase in cortical IL-1b, IL-1RA, and IL-1R2
mRNA that can be blocked by prior administration of propranolol [76]. b-AR signaling also
has the ability to inhibit NFkB signaling via stimulating the intracellular rise in cAMP and
activation of protein kinase A [107, 108]; thus, b-AR agonists generally attenuate in-
flammatory cytokine production to inflammatory agents such as LPS, Escherichia coli, and
b-amyloid [62, 76, 109, 110]. McNamee et al. demonstrated that in vivo administration of a
b-AR agonist induces brain IL-1b production in the absence of immune challenge but at-
tenuates proinflammatory cytokine production after LPS administration [76], which is in
agreement with our previous observation that b-ARs can mediate both pro- and anti-
inflammatory effects in animals challenged with live E. coli [62]. In summary, catechol-
amines have both pro- and anti-inflammatory properties and their net effect on cytokine
production depends on the overall signaling cascades initiated within a specific cell, such as
the presence or absence of pathogen at the time of adrenergic receptor activation.

D. The Critical Role of IL-1b

Stimulation of b-ARs and the induction of IL-1b contribute to the priming of microglia.
Microglia do not simply turn “on” and “off” but havemany different phenotypes and activation
states [35]. After psychological stress exposure, microglia can shift from a quiescent (resting)
state into a primed activation state in which they do not actively release cytokines, but upon
further stimulation, they release higher levels of inflammatory cytokines compared with the
stimulation of quiescent microglia [43]. Central administration of isoproterenol (a b-AR
agonist) is sufficient to prime microglia such that microglia isolated from the brain 24 hours
after isoproterenol administration produce substantially higher levels of IL-1b and IL-6when
challenged with LPS, compared with microglia isolated from saline-treated animals [81].
Furthermore, administration of propranolol (a b-AR antagonist) prevents the priming of
microglia when administered before acute foot shock [39] or repeated social defeat [45]. The
most likelymechanism bywhich b-ARs primemicroglia is by stimulating the release of IL-1b.
As discussed, activation of b-ARs stimulates the release of IL-1b, and we previously dem-
onstrated that the central administration of IL-1b is sufficient to sensitize IL-1b responses to
subsequent LPS challenge [111]. Importantly, it does so without affecting circulating in-
flammatory cytokine responses to LPS, indicating increases in brain IL-1b selectively prime
central cytokine responses. The induction of brain IL-1b during times of stress is necessary to
sensitize brain cytokine responses. Central administration of the endogenous IL-1ra before
tail-shock exposure prevented stress-induced priming of cytokine responses to a later LPS
challenge [111]. In addition to priming central cytokine responses, IL-1b signaling is also
critical for the recruitment of circulating monocytes into the brain after chronic stress [11].
This is a critical step in the onset of depression and anxiety after repeated social defeat.
Regardless of stress model, blocking IL-1b signaling during stress exposure prevents the
onset of anhedonia and anxiety behaviors [8–11, 19].

E. Glucocorticoid Involvement in Regulating Brain Cytokines

Glucocorticoids, particularly cortisol and corticosterone, are best known for their potent
ability to inhibit inflammatory cytokine production by the suppression of the transcription
factor NFkB [112, 113]. Glucocorticoid receptors directly interact withNFkB through protein-
protein interactions that impair the binding of NFkB to DNA, which, in turn, results in a
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decrease in the transcription of proinflammatory cytokines [114–116]. Glucocorticoids also
increase the expression and binding affinity of IkB that inhibits NFkB translocation to the
nucleus [117]. In addition to inhibiting NFkB signaling, glucocorticoids promote the tran-
scription and translation of anti-inflammatory regulators such as IL-10, IL-1RA, and type 2
IL-1 “decoy” receptors [118]. Thus, it should not be surprising that increased corticosterone
levels during times of stress inhibit NFkB translocation [119] and that blocking the rise in
circulating corticosterone by either adrenalectomy or metyrapone (a corticosterone synthesis
inhibitor) results in massive and widespread increases in brain IL-1b after stress exposure,
compared with controls [39, 120, 121]. However, as we have described, considerable evidence
indicates that the initial stress-induced production of brain IL-1b is mediated by catechol-
amines through a b-AR–mediated pathway that is not dependent on NFkB activation [75].

We recently explored an alternative explanation for the suppressive effects of glucocor-
ticoids on brain cytokines, which was based on prior findings that corticosterone inhibits
tyrosine hydroxylase expression (the rate-limiting enzyme in the synthesis of catechol-
amines) in locus coeruleus neurons [31] and that adrenalectomized animals have sub-
stantially increased levels of norepinephrine release in the paraventricular nucleus of the
hypothalamus during immobilization stress, compared with sham controls [33]. These
findings suggest corticosterone has the potential to regulate brain cytokines via their ability
to inhibit central noradrenergic activity. Our laboratory recently demonstrated that acute
metyrapone treatment causes an increase in norepinephrine turnover and widespread in-
creases in brain levels of IL-1b [71]. Furthermore, the increase in brain IL-1b after
metyrapone was completely blocked by prior administration of propranolol (a b-AR antag-
onist); thus, one way glucocorticoids regulate brain IL-1b levels is by modulating norepi-
nephrine release (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the ability of metyrapone to regulate norepinephrine
turnover and brain IL-1bwas only observed inmale rats and not female rats, indicating there
are sex differences in the regulation of locus coeruleus neurons by corticosterone that need to
be explored. The ability of glucocorticoids to regulate brain cytokines via modulation of
norepinephrine release does not negate the importance of the NFkB pathway in stress-
induced brain cytokines. IL-1b acts at type 1 IL-1Rs to stimulate NFkB signaling pathways,
which can mediate the production of additional inflammatory cytokines [83]. In fact, the
induction of NFkB after stress exposure is a key mediator of depressive behavior [122, 123].
Thus, glucocorticoids can regulate both the initial catecholamine-mediated induction of brain
IL-1b and the subsequent NFkB-mediated inflammatory wave that occurs after chronic
stress exposure.

The role of glucocorticoids during times of stress is not solely to suppress inflammatory
responses. As described by Sapolsky et al. [30], glucocorticoids often have preparative actions
to allow an organism to be more responsive to future challenges. In terms of brain cytokines,
glucocorticoids contribute to the increase in levels of brain PGE2 [65] and facilitate future
inflammatory responses by contributing to the priming of microglia [124, 125] and the in-
filtration of circulating monocytes into the brain [126]. The priming of microglia by gluco-
corticoids appears to be largely because of glucocorticoids’ negative regulation of CD200R and
CX3CR1 expressed bymicroglia [38]. Downregulation of these receptors is thought to be a key
process in releasing microglia from the inhibitory microenvironment of the brain and the
subsequent expression of activation markers and the release of HMGB1 [15, 36]. Central
administration of ligands for CD200R or antagonists for HMGB1 before tail-shock exposure is
sufficient to prevent priming of microglia cytokine responses [36]. In addition, a single in-
jection of corticosterone (at a dose of 2.5 mg/kg that mimics the corticosterone response to
inescapable tail shock) is sufficient to prime microglia cytokine responses and results in
exaggerated sickness behaviors to subsequent LPS challenge [124, 127]. A summary of the
pro- and anti-inflammatory effects of corticosterone is included in Fig. 2.

Glucocorticoids promote surveillance by peripheral immune cells, which is critical for the
migration of circulating monocytes into the brain. Although the number of circulating
monocytes can decrease during acute stress, their numbers quickly recover after the ter-
mination of the stressor [128], and greater numbers of circulating monocytes are observed
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14 hours after the termination of repeated social defeat [126]. The increase in circulating
monocytes after stress is likely due to the reduction in CXCL12 in the bone marrow, an
important chemokine for retaining myeloid cells. Adrenalectomy and metyrapone treatment
both prevent the increase in the number of circulating monocytes and the number of in-
filtrating monocytes into the brain after repeated social defeat. In addition, blocking stress-
induced glucocorticoids during social defeat attenuates the priming effects of stress on splenic
macrophage production of LPS-evoked IL-6 [126], suggesting both catecholamines and
glucocorticoids aid in the priming of peripheral macrophages. Inhibiting glucocorticoids
during times of stress protects animals from stress-induced depression and anxiety [129, 130]
and may do so by reducing the infiltration of primed monocytes into the brain after stress
exposure. Although glucocorticoids play a critical role in the eventual onset of stress-induced
depression, they are unlikely to be sufficient by themselves, because chronic administration
of superphysiological doses of corticosterone (i.e., .10 mg/kg) are typically necessary to
induce depressive-like behaviors [131, 132].

F. Summary

As described, catecholamines and glucocorticoids have both positive and negative effects on
the regulation of brain cytokines. In response to psychological stress exposure, central
catecholamines stimulate the release of IL-1b from microglia through the activation of b2-
ARs, and IL-1b is a key factor in the further activation of microglia and recruitment of
monocytes into the brain. Meanwhile, the acute increase in glucocorticoid levels inhibits the
production of brain cytokines via two mechanisms: the suppression of noradrenergic locus
coeruleus neurons and inhibition of the NFkB signaling pathway. However, glucocorticoids

Figure 4. Schematic of the effects of peripheral glucocorticoids and catecholamines on
peripheral monocytes and feedback on locus coeruleus neurons. Brainstem noradrenergic
neurons contribute to the activation of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and
activation of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS), which results in the collective release of
circulating corticosterone or cortisol (CORT) and epinephrine (EPI), respectively. CORT
causes monocytes to leave the bone marrow, whereas EPI primes their responses to future
activation. CORT provides negative feedback at multiple levels of HPA regulation and
inhibits central noradrenergic release. Negative feedback is indicated by dashed lines. CRH,
corticotropin-releasing hormone; Glut, glutamate.
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and peripheral catecholamines also have preparative actions that facilitate inflammatory
responses to future stimuli, including stimulating monocytes to leave the bone marrow,
downregulating inhibitory receptors on microglia, stimulating the release of danger signals
that prime the NLRP3 inflammasome, and priming peripheral monocytes/macrophages.

The induction of brain cytokines and the increase in levels of circulating glucocorticoids are
both necessary for the development of stress-induced psychopathology, yet neither is likely to
be sufficient by itself. There is overwhelming evidence that increases in brain IL-1b levels
contribute to the etiology of stress-induced depression and anxiety; yet blocking glucocorticoids
during times of stress, which results in massive increases in stress-induced brain IL-1b,
protects organisms from stress-induced behavioral changes. If the elevation in brain IL-1bwas
solely responsible for the onset of behavioral changes, then blocking corticosterone production
should make an organism more susceptible (not less) to stress-induced pathology. Likewise, a
single injection of corticosterone is sufficient to alter the distribution of monocytes and prime
microglia cytokine responses, but a single injection of corticosterone is not sufficient to induce
symptoms of depression. This indicates that central and peripheral neuroendocrine responses
to stress are necessary in the onset of stress-induced psychopathology.We propose that central
catecholamines are necessary for the activation of microglia, the release of IL-1b, and the
recruitment of circulating monocytes into the brain, whereas peripheral glucocorticoids and
catecholamines are critical for the priming and redistribution of monocytes. Without the
peripheral endocrine response, there are no primed circulating monocytes to recruit into the
brain, and without the central activation of microglia, there is no signal to cause the primed
circulating monocytes to migrate into the brain.
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